
Terms of Use

"Daily AInsight" is a column featured on the Ainvest platform, offering carefully curated articles
on publicly traded companies with potential market-moving news. The content does not claim
to provide a comprehensive overview of the securities, markets, or developments discussed.
While sourced from reliable third-party outlets, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or
completeness of the information. Statements or opinions within the articles may not prove to
be accurate.

To access "Daily AInsight," a payment system and processor will be utilized for convenient
monthly payments. Users can subscribe through the Apple App Store, Google Play Store or
Stripe at a monthly rate of $19.99, with an annual subscription available for $149.99. Please
note that prices are subject to change without prior notice. Customers have a 24-hour window
post-payment to request a refund for any reason, after which no refunds or credits will be
granted. By proceeding with the subscription, the customer acknowledges and accepts these
terms, assuming full responsibility for any associated risks.

Ainvest Fintech Inc is not a broker-dealer or investment adviser. The communications and
products provided by Ainvest Fintech Inc are strictly for informational purposes and should not
be construed as a recommendation, solicitation, or research report pertaining to any
investment strategy, security, or digital asset. It is important to acknowledge that all
investments carry inherent risks, and the potential loss of principal is a possibility. Past
performance is not indicative of future results, and individuals should exercise caution and
diligence when considering investment decisions.

I acknowledge that Ainvest Fintech Inc assumes no liability for any system glitches, website and
server downtime, or other technical errors affecting the functionality of the "Daily AInsight"
product and the website (www.Ainvest.com). I also understand and agree that Ainvest Fintech
Inc is not responsible for any investment losses incurred due to the use of the subscription
product.

As a customer, I am aware that occasional issues may arise while using the Daily AInsight news
selection product. I accept the inherent risks associated with trading based on the provided
information, understanding that I may potentially lose my entire investment. I absolve Ainvest
Fintech, as well as third-party vendors and brokerage partners, from any liability related to
technological issues or product functionality.

The articles presented through the Daily AInsight product were derived with data from third
party sources and may reflect the opinion of the author. The articles are provided strictly for



informational purposes only and do not reflect the opinions of Ainvest Fintech Inc and it’s
affiliates as a whole. Ainvest Fintech solely provides a platform of information for you the

customer to make your own informed decision. Ainvest Fintech does not offer investment
advice or recommendations. There are no warranties or guarantees associated with the
product, and users are urged to conduct their own research on investments.

I affirm that the decision to trade based on news articles is made after conducting my own
research and is done under my own free will, recognizing and accepting all risks associated with
the system. I release

Ainvest Fintech from any responsibility for losses or downtime that may occur. For inquiries
about the system and its functionality, I understand that I can contact Ainvest Fintech customer
support at support@ainvest.com.

I Agree to the above terms and conditions for using Daily Ainsight

mailto:support@ainvest.com

